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The Book of David
We are excited to share with readers of the Bulletin that Ralph Buntyn's
much anticipated biography of David Horowitz will be published this
summer. Ralph Buntyn, Executive Vice President of United Israel World
Union surprised attendees at the 75th Annual United Israel World Union
conference and meeting by sharing the news that the book will be released
this summer through Chiron Publications.

For 10 years, author Ralph Buntyn spent many hours with renowned United
Nations correspondent and United Israel founder David Horowitz. They
engaged in lengthy discussions about his foundational views drawn from his
experience and unique vantage point in the two world bodies. The Book of
David is based on his personal notes, extensive archival records and
reflections from these conversations.

In Horowitz's autobiography Thirty-three Candles published in 1956, he
wrote" "Thirty-three Candles undoubtedly calls for a sequel because much
has occurred on the world scene since 1944, most of it confirming its major
thesis. I feel I shall have to bow to this demand." The Book of David is
dedicated to fulfilling Horowitz's request for a historical accounting of the
period that followed.

The Book of David will be published in the summer of 2018 by innerQuest, a
dvision of Chiron Publications. Readers of the Bulletin can pre-order the
book online here.

Report on the 75th UIWU
Conference & Meeting
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Conference & Meeting
The 75th Annual Conference and Meeting of United Israel World Union was
held in Charlotte over this past weekend. The annual gathering was widely
attended by members and friends of the organization, representing every
region of the United States of America. It was a special time, enjoyed by all.
Aside from our regular attendees and long-time members, there were many
first time attendees. The weekend was filled with informative teachings,
times of fellowship, and musical performances. Many visitors requested
membership in the organization, demonstrating that United Israel World
Union is alive and well as we enter into our 75th year.

The teachings from the conference were streamed live and then archived on
our United Israel YouTube channel. Our team intends to upload higher
quality versions of the videos on our site soon. We will inform readers of the
Bulletin when these are available.

Here are the links to the teachings from the conference:

Dr. James D Tabor - The Whole Bible Standing on One Foot
Ralph Buntyn - There's No Time Like the Past
David Tyler - On the Profundity of Faith
Jodell Onstott - A New Hope
Ross K Nichols - UIWU and the Coming Revival
Betty K Givin - The Regathering of HaShem's Children

The Officers and Board of United Israel World Union want to express our
appreciation to those who joined us for this special celebration. We look
forward to advancing the vision and goals of United Israel in our 75th year of
existence as an organization.

Those who wish to make a special donation towards offsetting the costs of
the Conference, can visit the Donate Page on our website.
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Theodor Herzl's Birthday
Theodor Herzl was born 158 years ago on May 2nd, 1860. His dream of a
Jewish State has become a reality. Here is a quote from the end of his work
Der Judenstaat ~

"Therefore I believe that a wondrous generation of Jews will spring into
existence. The Maccabeans will rise again. Let me repeat once more my
opening words: The Jews who wish for a State will have it. We shall live at
last as free men on our own soil, and die peacefully in our own homes. The
world will be freed by our liberty, enriched by our wealth, magnified by our
greatness. And whatever we attempt there to accomplish for our own
welfare, will react powerfully and beneficially for the good of humanity."



United Israel Delegation to Attend
Jerusalem Day Celebration

A special delegation from United Israel World Union will be in attendance at
the Embassy of Israel in Washington, D.C. for the annual celebration of the
historic reunification of Jerusalem on May 15th, 2018.

The event is meant to coincide with the annual celebration of Yom
Yerushalayim, which marks the anniversary of the capture of the Old City of
Jerusalem from occupying forces during the Six-Day War on the 28th Day of
Iyar in 5727, or June 7th, 1967.

David and Patty Tyler, as well as Ross Nichols will join a host of others
including Members of Congress, U.S. and Israeli Diplomats, and Jewish and
Christian Leaders from across the country on May 15th at the Embassy of
Israel to stand for an indivisible Jerusalem and to celebrate the relocation of
the U.S. Embassy to Jerusalem in accordance with the announcement of
President Trump on December 6th of this past year to enact the Jerusalem
Embassy Act of 1995.

It is the pleasure of members from our leadership team to represent the
membership of United Israel at this historic event. A full report of the event
will appear in a future edition of the Bulletin.
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The Thirty-Third Day
On Thursday, May 3rd / 18 Iyar, according to the Jewish calendar, many will
mark the thirty-third day of the counting of the Omer. This commanded
counting comes from Leviticus 23:15-16. The celebration of this day is
associated with many mystical meanings, but is also seen by many as a
symbol for the fighting Jewish Spirit.

In regards to the latter, the Palmach division of the Haganah was established
on Lag B'Omer 1941, and the government order for the creation of the Israel
Defense Forces occurred on Lag B'Omer 1948.

For those who wish to learn more about Lag B'Omer, one can simply do a
search on the web.

In whatever way you mark the day, we at United Israel wish you a joyous Lag
B'Omer!



Gifts From Our Friends
A special "thank you" to John and Dana Hill, Martha Neale, and Jo Ann
Rimmon for their thoughtfulness in sending gifts to the UI Center South in
Saint Francisville. John and Dana sent yet another box of books for our
growing Judaica library, Martha Neale provided some Torah studies for
young people, and Jo Ann Rimmon contributed a box of art supplies for
children who visit us. Todah Rabah!

Flash Floods Hit Biblical Tamar
This past week, flash floods struck parts of Israel resulting in the loss of
several lives and extensive damage throughout the country. Our prayers
are with the families of those who lost their loved ones.

Among the areas affected was Biblical Tamar Park. Reports from our friends
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Among the areas affected was Biblical Tamar Park. Reports from our friends
at Blossoming Rose indicate that some of the caravans in the upper camp
were damaged and will require repair. Many of the irrigation lines were
damaged, and the main water line was broken. Due to the flooding, the main
entrance to the park was left impassable and the park will be closed until
repairs can be completed. The staff of Blossoming Rose is requesting help in
the necessary cleanup and repairs. They are also asking for prayer and
funding as they seek to restore the park for use. If you would like to
volunteer your time, please call Jodi (800-317-7673) or send an email
expressing your willingness to help. Presently, Blossoming Rose is offering
to cover expenses at the park for volunteers, including groceries. You will
need to pay your own way over to Israel and be prepared to work. Talk with
Jodi to work out the details.

Readers of the Bulletin know that United Israel sponsors two rooms at
Biblical Tamar Park. These rooms were also affected by the waters. We do
not yet know the full extent of the damages.

United Israel World Union would like to make a contribution towards the
cleanup and repairs at Biblical Tamar Park. If you would like to contribute
towards this special donation, please do so through our donation page and
indicate BIBLICAL TAMAR in the memo section of your check, or in the
comments section of your PayPal donation. Here is a link to our Donate
Page.

Join Jono, Ross and Tovia on
Tanakh Tour Four!
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Tanakh Tour Four!
Join Jono Vandor, Ross Nichols and Tovia Singer for their fourth Tanakh Tour
of Israel. The popular tour is scheduled from November 11-19, 2018 and is
already filling up. There are still a few spots left. In order to secure your seat,
go to our tour page, watch the promo video, read the testimonials, check out
the photo galleries of past tours and then pay your deposit to guarantee your
seat on the tour! Do it soon before all the available seats are taken. Here is
the link.
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From the Torah
The Torah reading this week, for those who follow the annual cycle of
readings is Emor (Leviticus 21:1-24:23). The associated Prophet reading is
found in Ezekiel 44:15-31.

"Remember the Torah of my servant Moses, the statutes and judgments
that I commanded him at Horeb for all Israel"

(Malachi 4:4 English / Malachi 3:22 Hebrew).

Support United Israel World Union
For those who wish to donate to United Israel, please visit our Donate Page.
United Israel World Union, INC, is a 501 (c) 3 Non-Profit. All contributions

are tax deductible. Your financial support enables us to do all that we do. You
can make a one time donation or set up a recurring contribution.

We provide all that we do at no charge, trusting that those who benefit
from our work, and who are able to do so, will support the work
financially. In this way, everyone who wants to learn can do so.

We appreciate your interest in, and support of UIWU.

Donate to United Israel

Submitting Content to the Bulletin
According to the original Constitution and By-Laws of United Israel World
Union, Inc., the Bulletin is to "serve as the main organ of the corporation and
the chief medium of unification for all members and units of United Israel
World Union Inc. It will contain important Bible data and messages of
current interest." The same document states that "members are invited to
contribute correspondence and data for the Bulletin."

Do you have an article, an item of interest, a prayer request, an
announcement for our readers, or other newsworthy material? Feel free to
submit them for review and possible inclusion in a future edition of the UI
Bulletin. Send email correspondence to the editor here.
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